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MESSAGE FROM OUR CEO, KRIS LINDAHL:

Welcome to the July 2020 issue of our Monthly Crypto Market Insights. June of The Great Lockdown is now in our rear-
view mirror, and as we look back on the events of the past month, we stand somewhat in awe of these transcendental
times of tectonic change. From the re-opening of global economies as governments attempt to balance the decline of its
economy with the decline of its populace, to the seeming civil uprising in the U.S over basic human equality rights. Even
in the UK, statues of times past have been torn down by those who will no longer go gentle into that goodnight.

Meanwhile, Boris Johnson channelled his inner Slim Shady and called Britons ‘fat’, and now Schrodinger’s cat is
presumed dead along with the rest of the world’s status quo. The financial world has not stayed immune to the
suspension of reality as we witnessed the NASDAQ make a new all-time high on Tuesday, June 23, despite the IMF
revising its global recession estimates up to 4.9% this year from its initial 3% estimate just a month ago. Among the
hardest hit economies will be the U.S., which is forecast to sink 8% this year. So why did the NASDAQ rally if the global
economy looks bleak? Simply put, investors are putting their money behind technology companies on NASDAQ that will
profit from a pandemic; think Netflix and Amazon. If the smart money is backing further economic woes, it is betting on a
second wave of Covid-19 due to the human costs of resuscitating the economic engine. Goodnight indeed.

This unprecedented year and its frivolous central-bank easing is now accelerating the maturation of Bitcoin toward a
digital version of gold. Covid was a key test and Bitcoin scored a home-run. Data shows that trading volume on the NYSE
Bakkt Bitcoin exchange has seen a strong increase and institutional investors are accumulating BTC. The revised IMF
forecasts for the global economy will likely lead to continued institutional hoarding of the digital asset, as Bitcoin ETF’s
are now emerging across the EU, which should coincide with increasing buy-and hold investor demand, and higher BTC
prices. Even Fintech giant PayPal plans to roll out direct sales of cryptocurrency to its 325 million users this year. Now,
dare to think, only 21 million people can ever own 1 whole Bitcoin, it is limited edition Gold for geeks; ever notice how all
the cool people at school always end up working for the geeks they mocked?

The definition of ‘money’ has been deeply engraved in society by fiat profiteers who control the intermediaries that enjoy
the benefits of centralised control. The same institutions that defamed Bitcoin over the past decade are now the same
institutions hoarding it – quietly – but some people are so poor all they have is money. As we look back on June, we
stand united across the world with our fist clenched in sympathy for those who rage against the machine, and recall the
words of Malcolm X, “you can’t separate peace from freedom, because no one can be at peace unless they have their
freedom”. Rage, rage against the dying of the light.

about:blank
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IMF: World Economic
Outlook

“A crisis like no other, an
uncertain recovery ahead.”

Global growth is projected to
decline by –4.9 percent in
2020, 1.9 percentage points
below the April 2020 World
Economic Outlook (WEO)
forecast. The COVID-19
pandemic has had a more
negative impact on activity
in the first half of 2020 than
anticipated, and the
recovery is projected to be
more gradual than
previously forecast. In 2021
global growth is projected at
5.4 percent.

WEF: Government
Transparency, Blockchain
Based Public Procurement
to Reduce Corruption

In partnership with the Inter-
American Development
Bank (IDB) and the Office of
the Inspector General of
Colombia (Procuraduría
General de Colombia), the
Forum has led a multi-
stakeholder team to
investigate, design and trial
the use of blockchain
technology for corruption-
prone government
processes, anchored in the
use case of public
procurement.
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"Big 4" Auditor KPMG
Launches Crypto Asset
Management Tools

Targeting institutional
clients, the new KPMG
Chain Fusion product lets
customers manage their
data in compliance with
regulations around financial
reporting, security and
processing needs. The suite
allows these customers to
collect and organize data
from both traditional
systems as well as
blockchain databases, the
company announced
Monday.

WEF: Connecting Digital
Economies, Cross Border
Payments

The rapid expansion of
access to digital payments
has made it possible for
consumers to conveniently
make purchases for goods
and services from
merchants around the
world. The current COVID-19
public health crisis will only
accelerate digital trade and
cross-border e-commerce as
physical commerce
contracts and digital
commerce expands.

PayPal and Venmo to Roll
Out Crypto Buying and
Selling Options

Fintech giant PayPal plans to
roll out direct sales of
cryptocurrency to its 325
million users, according to
three people familiar with
the matter.

Currently, PayPal can be
used as an alternative
means for withdrawing
funds from exchanges such
as Coinbase, but this would
be a first in terms of offering
direct sales of crypto.

https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/WEO/Issues/2020/06/24/WEOUpdateJune2020
https://www.weforum.org/reports/exploring-blockchain-technology-for-government-transparency-to-reduce-corruption
about:blank
https://www.coindesk.com/big-4-auditor-kpmg-crypto-asset-management-tools
https://www.weforum.org/reports/connecting-digital-economies-policy-recommendations-for-cross-border-payments
https://www.coindesk.com/paypal-venmo-to-roll-out-crypto-buying-and-selling
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TOP 10 DIGITAL CURRENCY SUMMARY
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Source: coincodex.com (June 30th 2020)

Insert Coincodex Monthly Chart

http://www.digitalfuturecapital.com/
https://coincodex.com/
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DFC employ a proprietary Quantitative Algorithm, named
NikolinTM, providing global market leading cryptocurrency
forecasts.

It utilises a mathematical triangulation of both fundamental
and technical analysis, in combination with statistical
arbitrage.

Here we share select high-level NikolinTM forecasts and
analysis for Bitcoin, the largest digital currency by market
capitalisation.

These forecasts are subject to the most recent market data
and are for educational purposes only.
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NIKOLIN™ FORECAST: BITCOIN

At the time of writing: Bitcoin is trading at $9084, June 30th 2020, 1420GMT

(Currently, our analysis is conducted on the Kraken exchange. Please be aware that prices may vary between exchanges).

Review of Previous Month (June): Last month we forecast a potential bullish reversal in first week
of June at $9000-9300 following the supply correction of the 1 June local high at $10,375. Due to
the crypto influx of institutional investors buying the price dips, it has prolonged BTC’s required
technical correction [in time], yet BTC did find continuous support at our forecast price levels
during June, with a potential bottom in place on 27 June at $8900.

Short-term (1-3 weeks) - Bullish
Bitcoin is forecast to pivot at 3-5 July from $8900-8800. If the target holds, forecasts favour
bullish expansion until mid-July towards $11,700 – 13,800.

Medium-term (1-3 Months) – Bullish Consolidation
Should the short-term scenario execute, market probabilities favours traders taking profits,
leading to a larger market correction until end of August to beginning of September.

Long-term (3-6 months) – Bullish
Should the medium-term scenario execute, Bitcoin probabilities favours a larger market expansion
from August/September support levels until $21,400 - $24,000 during Q4 2020.

http://www.digitalfuturecapital.com/


CURRENT MARKET SENTIMENT: FEAR
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The Fear and Greed Index to the right is an apt indicator of
market sentiment to gauge investment timing.

There are two simple assumptions:

Extreme fear (0), could indicate that investors are in a
state of panic leading to oversold price conditions.

Extreme Greed (100), the market is likely in Euphoria
leading to overbought conditions.

Analysis:

Following the market local top on June 1st and the sell
off the following day, we can see how the sentiment
changes, in following weeks, we’ve observed choppy
market conditions, but observing a fairly level headed,
yet fearful, market sentiment.

We are long overdue market optimism, after all “it is
always darkest before the dawn”.

Source: alternative.me
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https://alternative.me/crypto/fear-and-greed-index/
http://www.digitalfuturecapital.com/
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Bitcoin LvS RatioCRYPTO LONGS VS. SHORTS
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Analysis of the Bitcoin Long Vs Short positions is an indication where
investors are placing their capital.

The Longs Vs Shorts ratios are showing despite economic
uncertainty, investors are still choosing to open long positions in
Bitcoin and Ethereum.

BTC Longs outweigh Shorts by 4.32 : 1

ETH Longs outweigh Shorts by 10.02 : 1

Ethereum undoubtably has been leading the charge this year
following the Covid-19 panic, with the announcement of ETH2.0
being successfully trialled on the test-net.

Ethereum holders will soon have the option to earn passive ETH
tokens by staking options as the network swaps from Proof-of-
work, to Proof-of-Stake blockchain consensus. (Further details on
the next slide)

The driving factor behind the meteoric rise in long positions is
the requirement for staking participants to hold 32 ETH in wallet
to qualify (Approx. $225 at 30th June 2020).

Data from TradingView symbol: BTCUSDLONGS, ETHUSDSHORTS, ETHUSDLONGS, BTCUSDSHORTS,
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BEHIND THE BLOCKCHAIN: ETHEREUM (ETH2.0) UPGRADE
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• What is Ethereum 2.0?
Ethereum 2.0, also called Eth2 or ‘Serenity’, is the next upgrade to the Ethereum blockchain. Ethereum 2.0 will be released in multiple “Phases” 
starting in 2020 with Phase 0. Each phase will improve the functionality and performance of Ethereum in different ways. 

• What is the difference between Ethereum 1.0 and Ethereum 2.0?
There are two primary improvements introduced by Ethereum 2.0 that do not exist in Ethereum 1.0: Proof of Stake and Shard Chains. Currently, 
Ethereum 1.0 runs on a consensus mechanism known as Proof of Work (PoW). PoW relies on physical computing power (miners) and electricity 
(work) to build blocks on the blockchain. Proof of Stake (PoS) is an upgrade which enables improved security, scalability, and energy efficiency. 
Instead of relying on physical miners and electricity, PoS relies on validators (virtual miners) and deposits of ether.

Shard Chains: Shard chains are a scalability mechanism which drastically improves the throughput of the Ethereum blockchain. Currently, having a 
single chain made up of consecutive blocks is incredibly secure and makes information easy to verify. However, requiring each full node to process 
and validate each transaction in consecutive blocks can affect the ability to process transactions quickly – especially in times of high mainnet 
activity. Shard chains are a mechanism through which the Ethereum blockchain is “split” – thus dividing the data processing responsibility among 
many nodes. This allows for transactions to be processed in parallel rather than consecutively. Each shard chain is like adding another lane to 
upgrade Ethereum from a single lane road to a multiple lane highway. More lanes and parallel processing leads to much higher throughput. Shard 
chains are expected to be rolled out in Phase 1 of Ethereum 2.0.

• What will happen to the ETH I own now?
There is no need to do anything special with the ETH you currently own. It continues to be fully usable on the Ethereum 1.0 chain. At some point, 
the Ethereum 1.0 chain will become part of Ethereum 2.0, and your ETH will continue to function just as it does now, with no action required on 
your part.

Please Visit: ETH2.0 FAQs for more details! 

http://www.digitalfuturecapital.com/
https://consensys.net/knowledge-base/ethereum-2/faq/


TRADITIONAL STOCK MARKET OVERVIEW
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Analysis of the Traditional Stock Market behaviour provides an indication
of the state of the world economy and any correlations to crypto market
price action.

A brief overview of the selected markets:

• Gold (XAUUSD): a historical “safe haven” asset – typically 
climbs during times of crisis.

• Crude Oil (UKOIL): indicator of economic activity; fall in prices 
reduces the cost of production and sales for 
businesses. 

• LSE (LSE): London Stock Exchange – UK macro 
economics

• NYSE (NYA): New York Stock Exchange – US macro 
economics

• SSE (000001): Shanghai  Stock Exchange – Chinese macro 
economics

• JPX (NI225): Japanese Exchange Group – Japanese macro 
economics

Market Price Comments Summary

Gold/USD $1783 Gold markets have been heavily overbought throughout 2020, a symptom of the
current financial and economic crisis we are facing today. Traditional Non-
systemic assets like Gold and Silver generally climb during times of crisis. Gold
has currently pushed past numerous bearish signals and is well on it’s way to
attacking all time highs at $1892 – however, always to keep in mind, if Gold
continues to rally – it means the economy is suffering.

Bullish

Brent
Crude/USD

$41.82 Bullish on Brent crude, technical analysis suggests that a massive multi-year
correction has finished. Although the oil industry as a whole is suffering with the
low oil price, it’s quite reasonable to see the start of a slow bullish cycle as
economies slowly open and demand for fuel begins to recover. Expect Oil to
retrace back in July as low as 32USD which would signify a healthy correction
and moving o

Bullish

LSE 8358 LSE has been in a corrective pattern all month following a new All Time High
weekly close. Mid June we saw the bullish buyers continue the rally – now
meeting a key resistance – if LSE break above current levels, and sustains /
consolidates the upside break, we should be seeing a continuation of the rally.
Momentum favours bearish downside – but difficult to assess with rampant QE
going on globally.

Tentative
Bullish

NYSE 11806.49 The Federal Reserve has committed to doing anything it takes to ensure the US
economy can recover swiftly. Sadly, although their intentions may be noble, it will
become the beast of burden for generations to come with an insurmountable
level of debit. Momentum is slowing, but remains bullish for the immediate
future. Pending further lockdowns imposed on US states as C19 cases increase.

Tentative
Bullish

SSE 2984.67 Despite announcing that China has entered a recession, and has locked down
another city due to Covid-19 recently, the Shanghai Stock Market remains
resilient as ever. Weeks of bullish continuation as the Chinese economy reels to
return to past growth.

Tentative
Bullish

JPX 22288.7 Similarly to the UK and US stock markets, Japan rallied on the optimistic news
that lockdowns are to be eased as economic rebound on the horizon. Last
month, JPX rocketed past resistance levels and has returned to a price action
seen shortly before the pandemic crisis, should expect further upside where
Hong Kong / China tensions do not impact the Asian market further in July

Tentative
Bullish

Source: CNN Fear and Greed Index
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https://money.cnn.com/data/fear-and-greed/
http://www.digitalfuturecapital.com/


BLOCKCHAIN BASICS: AUSTRIAN “CRYPTONOMICS”
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Economics
/iːkəˈnɒmɪks,ɛkəˈnɒmɪks/

noun: the branch of knowledge concerned with the 
production, consumption and transfer of wealth.

The study of Economics is wildly
complex, and yet can be so wonderfully
simple.

Unlike the study of physics,
mathematics, chemistry or music;
where immutable Universal laws
govern the subjects, Economics lives
uniquely in the human psyche yet it’s
grasp is omnipresent. Our
environment, one of it’s latest
casualties, can point the finger at the
human collective pandering to selfish
interests, under the guise of
“economic prosperity”.

The balancing act between the needs
of the individual, and the needs of the
public, will always be a hotly contested
debate depending on your postcode.

The early proponents of the Austrian School of Economics (the gentlemen shown) would have been delighted 
that generations later, Satoshi Nakamoto, would develop an experimental digital currency, Bitcoin, which 
would implement their ideal system of a truly Free Market. 

Simplified Austrian Economics school of thought applied to Bitcoin (BTC)

1. Consumer Sovereignty: a free marketplace without government intervention; BTC has no ties to 
governments, corporations or any single owner. It is uniquely independent and peer-to-peer.

2. Recessions caused by credit cycles: central banks encourage excessive growth by lowering interest rates, 
in an attempt to keep the stock markets propped up, and ZIRP (Zero Interest Rate Policy) has been 
reintroduced to loan as much fiat cash as possible to failing corporations and banks. 

3. Supportive of Gold Standard: in 1971, the USA completely severed the link between Gold and the US 
dollar, thus ushering in the current erosion of fiat technology as it lost any fundamental value. 

4. Critical of Central Banks: critical of central banks’ abilities to inflate monetary supply by Quantitative 
Easing QE (i.e. printing money). We are still yet to feel the ensuing austerity from Trillions of dollars being 
printed due to the Covid-19 QE initiative, per the decade long UK austerity measures following the 2008 
QE measures. BTC, however, has a fixed supply creating deflation as the financial asset matures. 

5. Rejection of Statistical Econometric Models: relying on logical deductions from human psychology and 
observed group behaviour instead of relying purely on empirical data per modern Economics. Bitcoin was 
created due to the 2008 financial crisis, invented to remedy the flaws of current economic governance 
and fiat technology. 

6. Civil Liberty: a political individualism to promote social and moral freedoms. Cryptocurrency is an 
opportunity force reforms in the current financial system by opting out of keeping money with banks that 
are only obliged to keep fractional reserve backups of all customer deposits while engaging in speculative 
investments.  

http://www.digitalfuturecapital.com/
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ABOUT DIGITAL FUTURE CAPITAL

Click Here
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DISCLAIMER
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“Cryptocurrency Market Insight” (the report) by Digital Future Capital (DFC) is a report focusing on cryptocurrency, blockchain and fintech projects. Information published in 
the report aims to inform and educate the public about developments in the market for the rapidly emerging cryptocurrency industry.

All content that is published is for informational purposes only and no content is intended to be a recommendation for making financial transactions or investments. We do 
not provide financial advice and are not responsible for losses in the market 

• We have made every reasonable effort to ensure that the information in the report is accessible, accurate and up-to-date, but subject to technical problems, errors and 
inaccurate information may occur. 

• Investing in cryptocurrency and technology companies involves considerable risk. To understand the risk you are exposed to, we recommend that you perform your own 
analyses and seek advice from an independent and approved financial advisor before deciding to take action. Investments also have tax consequences that you must take 
responsibility for investigating and living.

• We disclaim any responsibility for expenses, losses (both direct and indirect) or damage arising from, or in any way related to, the use of information in this report. You, 
the user, are fully responsible for your own investment activities. 
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Empowering Economic Evolution
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